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Image from the movie (Tristar) 

 

I sat in the kitchen of a cold old house, flabby with 

neglect, twenty-or-so kilograms over my current, 

natural body-weight, eating lemon spread and very 

greasy lasagna when I saw Linda, bloody-great weapon 
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in her care; a full page article in a very large 

newspaper.  I let out an Oh shit… 

 

 I didn’t know at the time how much that image would 

affect me. 

 

One day, four years later, aged forty two, a guy came 

up to me at the gym where I work out and said “Hey, 

lady, did you ever see Terminator 2? You remind me of 

Linda Hamilton.” 

 

Did you ever wonder?  I did until then. It may not be 

everyone’s cup of tea it worked for me. It’s also yours, 

now, to whatever degree you want, if you put to 

practical use what you will read here. Because it works. 
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PART ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 

 
 

Ly de Angeles, aged 42. Photography Miriam Watson 

 

I awoke on the first day of September 1991 with a deep 

knowing that I didn’t like me much anymore, certain 

that I wouldn’t live much past the next two years if I 

didn’t fix up my life and I knew that my body was 

begging for me to wise up. I just didn’t know how so I 

just winged it. 
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The first thing that I did was to radically alter my 

eating patterns: I couldn’t get enough raw greens and 

soup into me. I stopped with the lasagna and bread and 

macaroni cheese completely on instinct. My kids hated 

it but nothing for it but to change where I sensed I was 

going. I had asthma and my soul said I’d be dead by 

forty two if I didn’t do this work.  

 

This change in eating promoted the need to move lots 

so I began walking, fast and strong, down bush tracks, 

rugged up in a thick army coat with woolly hat, mittens 

and motor-bike boots to prevent me from freezing in 

the springtime of Victoria’s high country, with its sleet 

and frost-biting winds.   

 

Within the first week I was clocking up ten kilometers 

a day (I didn’t know about carbohydrates in those early 

days and how they make you zappy). My head, heart 

and body became clearer, simpler to be with and more 

alive than I could ever remember. I changed, and 

quickly. I wasn’t sure about anything, anymore, except 

what I didn’t want. 
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Now ‘change’ becomes a literal statement when one 

comes to understand that all the blood and every cell in 

the human body is in a constant process of birth and 

death and life – 

 

“The typical human being, for example, 

contains some 6,000 million million molecules 

of the protein haemoglobin in the blood.  Every 

second 400 million million of these molecules 

are destroyed, but their concentration in the 

blood is unaffected because they are replaced 

as fast as they are removed.  What is true of 

proteins is true of all other ‘basic’ ingredients 

for the life machine.”  

The Death of Forever by Darryl Reanney 

[p.p.42] Longman Cheshire ‘91 

 

I left worn-out relationships, my friends, the 

responsibilities I had accumulated towards hundreds of 

people in the state of Victoria, my house and many of 

my possessions. 

 

I loaded up the kids, the dog, the cats, books, toys, 

clothes and a few necessities and headed off, in my 
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doubtful EH Holden station-wagon (with a goat-trailer 

towing whatever didn’t breathe), for the far north coast 

of New South Wales. 

 

Every part of me was yearning for freshness and a new 

beginning. Have you ever felt like that?  Some said I 

was running away but I told them No, I’m running to. . 

.  

 

 

 

Change or die. That was the truth. 
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CHAPTER 1 

 

 

 
Ly de Angeles. Photography by Byron Shire Echo Newspaper. 

 

I moved into a friend’s camper van on an acre of 

swampy bush-land not far from the town of Byron Bay, 

enrolled the kids in school and discovered the pleasure 

of anonymity, sunshine and cappuccino on the 

sidewalk.   
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I shucked off the garb of necessity that had belonged to  

the restrictive culture in which I had become enmeshed 

over the past several years and I discovered the intense 

taste sensations of the food that I hadn’t ever known 

existed. 

 

A couple of weeks passed before I saw a sign above the 

Old Norco building that said ‘Hapkido Association’ (a 

Korean style of martial art), and I asked the kids, aged 

eight and nine, if they would like to give it a go. 

 

I watched them at that first class and said to myself I 

can do that! despite the little rat voice in my head that 

kept telling me I was too old. 

 

So at the age of forty I began what has become a daily 

ritual in pleasure and passion that has been one of the  

techniques (of a number that I have had thrown in my 

face by life) that was destined to assist me to strip all 

illusions away. 

 

The martial art was complicated and exacting in a 

‘clean’ sort of way; the discipline was a matter of ideal, 

and the integration of mind/body became my focus.  I 
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progressed well, zooming through the grading process, 

but to kick the bag? To punch it?  

 

I had good form but no physical strength. 

A man named Aruptananda was one of the black-belts 

who trained me. He instilled the need to work with this 

form – 

“Perfect the form,” he’d say. “Find your 

centre; feel the power within that centre and let 

all of you be there. Send the calm, perfect 

power out from that centre without force; 

project the energy calmly and powerfully. 

Perfect the form and the technique will become 

natural – second nature – through the repetition 

of the execution. Work from the centre.” 

 

That sounded decidedly like my spiritual training. I 

knew this stuff. 

 

That “centre” is two things: one, it’s no-place at all that 

you can find, except that you know it’s there; two, your 

body feels it in what’s called the dantian, which is 

about two fingers down from your navel. It’s the 
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pivotal point, within the body, of balance, and energy 

directed through the body from this place, is lower,  

deeper, than is considered usual. 

 

So. . . 

 

 I took up resistance training – working with free-

weights – to enable me to progress in my martial art 

only to discover that pumping iron was, for me, the 

perfect expression of the projection of power that my 

body, mind and spirit requires. 

 

I came to realise that responsibilities that I had taken on 

in my life were stored inside me like an unmoving 

stasis; it felt like a heavy, metal, straight jacket around 

really being happy. That old deadness was stored 

within the cellular memory of my body and the amount 

of weight that I could work with was the perfect 

balance, therefore release, for this stored, static energy. 

What I know is that weight training releases pressures 

stored within the body’s physiology. 

  

I discovered an unlocking of built-up repression. 
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To enable oneself to be completely relaxed one’s body  

needs to release what one’s mind has absorbed as hey,  

this is really heavy! 

 

Therefore it is a relaxing thing to sweat and groan and 

have your eyes feel like they’re popping out of their 

sockets.  It’s like good sex. 

 

You’ve simply got to know how firmly to hold your 

centre, how strong to hold your back, how rooted to the 

ground, the chair, the bench you’ve necessarily to be. 

 

I took to doing my training at a local gym every 

morning, five days out of seven, after I’d seen the kids 

off to school. This became known as my time. 

 
RUNNING WITH WOLVES 

 

It was several months before my body became 

noticeably, obviously different.  My small, lean frame 

began curving delightfully on arm, back, shoulder, legs. 

I had muscles. 
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I read articles in body-building magazines, to observe 

the fitter of the athletes at the gym, to question 

everyone who seemed to know what they were doing.  I 

watched their form, their favored technique for certain 

muscle-groups; I discovered which exercises focused 

most accurately on which individual muscle; I learned, 

as simply an extension of the workouts, about muscle-

names; ligaments, tendons, joints, bones.  I found out 

about when my body healed, when it grew, how it grew 

through what foods, what-not-to-do, about specific 

body-type needs and necessities. 

 

Over the years I refined the techniques for both my 

own body and for the different students, both men and  

women, of widely varying age-groups and fitness levels 

that I have trained. 

 

I also now have a deep and passionate, ongoing love-

affair with food. We share a secret that’s all about trust 

but I’ll tell you about that later. 
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A QUICK INJECTION OF TERMINOLOGY – 

 

Exercise:  is the exercise for the specific muscle group. 

Sets:  are the numbers of times you’ll repeat the same 

exercise. 

Reps:  are the numbers of repetitions of a movement 

within a set. 

 

That’ll do for the moment. 
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CHAPTER 2 

 

 

 
Cate, aged 33 (with Ly spotting her). Photography Miriam Watson. 

 

Okay, I’m telling you this before we go any further, 

you’ve got to get clear of fear. 

 

I won’t give you any information that I’m not certain 

about. All the knowledge presented here is based on 

experience. Some of the technical terminology has been 

‘information-learned’ but that is always of little or no 

relevance if not understood through its functionality at 

the point of personal application. 

 

Resistance training (body-building, maybe even body- 
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shaping or body-toning, depending on certain factors) 

is a very easy body/mind-enhancing technique.  The 

terminology employed throughout this text is based on 

a deep understanding of the synergy of 

body/mind/spirit integration. 

 

A Note about Women –  

I have mainly worked with women over the years and I 

am assured of one thing – the majority of women are 

afraid of their bodies. 

~ they are unaccepting of self-passion 

~ they have an unfounded fear of hurting themselves 

based on a deep and confused lack of both trust and  

adequate information; a lack of trust in their own 

knowledge of physical strength (hence all other forms 

of   strength). 

 

Many women are too embarrassed to power out a 

breath, let alone grunt, pant or groan out that final 

repetition necessary to create transition, so they tend to 

underplay the weight (I wonder, sometimes, if the 

whole problem hasn’t arisen from an antique, albeit 

deep-rooted denial of self expression). 
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There is also a fear of ending up looking like  

competition female body-builders – a fear that is  

baseless. The outcome of your training will depend as 

much on genetics as it will on determination – your 

natural body-type will come into play as you shed 

excess body-fat. To get to competition-standard at 

either body-building or body-shaping would take you 

hours, days, years of absolute dedication. And would 

you want to?  It is also common knowledge that many 

competition-level body-builders employ the use of 

steroids (both legal and illegal) to assist them to the 

desired attainment and we’re not going to be 

considering that as an option in this manual. 

 

So, as exercise one, eliminate fear, while taking care 

and responsibility for your body at all times. 

 

Body-Fat –  

Understand that the amount of body fat that you carry 

will have a deciding influence on the appearance of 

your trained body and that excess body fat is shed 

through appropriate eating patterns and through 

cardio-vascular workouts.    
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There is more than one reason, especially in women,  

for ‘fatness’, and, be sure, even some ‘skinny’ women 

retain body-fat unless their metabolism is very fast. 

 

The body, when threatened by inadequate supplies of 

nourishment will cannibalize its own muscle before 

taking life-sustaining fat. 

   

The dilemma of appropriate states of physical 

‘perfection’ is such an individual thing, and several 

factors come into play (it will be up to you to explore, 

honestly, which of these factors is conducive to your 

fitness level). 

 

1. Excess fats in the diet = excess fats stored 

within the body overall. 

2. Simple sugars (monocarbohydrates – and, be 

sure, these products are in many, if not all, pre-

packaged, processed and refined foods)  will hit 

your body around the thighs, hips, bellies and 

bums (in men who consume copious quantities 

of beer it is obvious as they walk around 

looking ten months pregnant with thin legs and 

arms often making them appear deformed. 
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Alcohol has large quantities of sugar in it plus 

the liver spends so much time processing the 

alcohol that inadequate metabolism results; 

yeast based beverages can trigger candida, or 

thrush, in a prevalent body, especially when put 

together with sugars). 

 

Monocarbohydrates are a time-bomb for the 

pancreas – disaffecting its ability to regulate the 

body’s natural insulin levels and often leading 

to Type 2 diabetes. 

 

3. Estrogen dominance in a woman’s body can 

also cause bloating and a tendency to store fats. 

I recommend every woman read Passage to 

Power by Leslie Kenton (Ebury Press, Random 

House UK ‘95) or the works by Dr John Lee 

whose research over the past forty years is both 

inspiring and terrifying in its proposals. 

 

4. Too many hours between meals and eating large 

quantities of food at a sitting also inhibits 

metabolism as can a lack of essential 

hydrochloric acid in the stomach, therefore 
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disallowing sufficient breakdown of food in the 

digestive function leading to excess storage of 

foods in the intestine. Much of nutritive value is 

lost in the waste disposal function, because, 

understand, nutrients are distributed throughout 

the body through the walls of the large intestine 

(fruit, for example, just kind of slides past the 

stomach and into the intestine where its 

properties are assimilated. That’s why you often 

feel hungry if simply consuming fruit.  Fruit, 

however, is a big story that I’ll get to later). 
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Milo, aged 23. Photography Miriam Watson. 

 

Getting Rid of Excess Body-Fat –  

When there is an excess (repeat: excess) of body fat the 

individual must, for several months, work with lighter 

weights and higher repetitions than someone with an 

already lean physique as this allows the muscles to tone 

and become secure as to your motives (foods that 

induce fat storage, in places that are not really cold all 

the time, are always the result of an uninformed or 

distressed individual). 
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You will be very careful and gentle on yourselves 

regarding nutrition as feeding yourselves correctly and 

adequately is the most important aspect of any fitness 

regime. 

 

You will not necessarily lose weight relative to 

expectations as you will be building muscle which is 

heavier than fat, so be careful to maintain a healthy 

objectivity for a while and I have devoted a large 

section of this discussion to nutrition to assist you in 

your selection of ‘happy’ foods. 

 

 When there is little or no excess body fat then a 

standard 8 to 12 repetition set is where the beginner 

gets the greatest gains. 

 

Understand that the lower the reps and the higher the 

weight then the greater the muscle-mass (provided you 

eat sufficient protein). You’ll want to pull out, at the 

most, 12 reps to achieve effective gains (otherwise 

you’re toning or shaping. You look great but you don’t 

get too strong that way). 
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You’ll work with three or four exercises per body-part,  

two body-parts per workout day until you know your 

stuff.  Later, after about four to six months, you will 

have increased your weights as a matter of course, to 

the point where you plateau, at which time you will 

start to experiment with heavier weights and less reps 

in what are called straight sets, or in pyramiding sets or 

strip sets (I’ll go into terminology later but for now 

let’s just get the gist of the process), or you’ll want to 

super-set or even play around for a week or two, just to 

break set patterns.  

      

At any point in your training you’re going to have to 

‘shock’ your body into a continuing unfolding of its 

potential, as the body, once a habit sets in, can become 

stale with certain techniques and nothing will change 

for you – that’s when you’ll pull in the variety so that 

your body’s boredom can take a holiday (kind of like 

life?). 

 

Look to the section of this article titled MUSCLE GROUP 

and take a bit of time familiarising yourself with it over 

a juice. It is inevitable that, should you continue 
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resistance training, you will come to utilise all of the 

exercises as well as explore many more. 

It’s important that you write up a diary documenting 

the foods you are consuming, the program that you are 

currently implementing and the success rate of the 

training procedure relative to your body-type, over a 

broad time-frame. 

 

Remind me to discuss –  

Hydration   

Endorphins  

Form    

Breathing          

Mind/body linkage             

Focus             

Recovery  

Not necessarily separately or in this order            

 

Then we’ll discuss –  

Nutrition             

Supplementation      

Relaxation 

The body: proteins and sugars        
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And just a little more personalisation on training before 

I get all technical with you: 

 
ON THE EXECUTION OF AN EXERCISE   

 

Supposing you’re clear on fear and you say Okay, I’ll 

go for it, and you power out those reps as hard and as 

fast as you can.  

 

Well, if I’m in the gym and I see you doing that I’m 

going to observe you for a few minutes (knowing by 

the appearance of your body that you’re a beginner) 

before I’m sure you are doing it all wrong, then I’m 

going to be all Sagittarian and say no, no, no,  because 

you’ll have missed the muscle. You’ll be training your 

ego. Where’s the contact?  Where’s the range? You’ll 

get pumped, sure, but you might as well go join the 

circuit class for all the muscularity you’ll be 

developing, let alone strength, plus you’ll probably end 

up stressing your joints to pieces and will spend months 

out of training receiving physiotherapy. 

 

I trained on my own for a while, blindly in a way 

(gyms can be like that, often, everyone is too busy to 
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notice the little woman in the corner), then a friend 

came and started training with me—the buddy-

system—and he was a bitch.  I thought I had form 

down correctly; that I was pulling some adequate 

weight. He’d chuckle at me, call me a ‘woos’, then he’d 

encourage me when I accepted his challenges to slow it 

down; fulfill the range of the movement; don’t jerk.   

 

I discovered the power of knowing my own natural 

boundaries and of transcending them like a race-horse 

that’s encouraged through the perseverance and 

expertise of the trainer (I was both). 

 

Over the months that followed sometimes, for my 

body, he was wrong. But mostly he was right.  Keep 

the buddy-system in mind if you want to really 

progress. 

 
ON RECOVERY  

Train three or four days a week.  

 

Having days off training can be uncomfortable – you’ll 

find that you become very fond of the regimes that 

cause you the endorphin rush, but you must realise that 
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you grow when you rest. That’s when the real work 

takes place. 

 

Understand (where resistance training is concerned) 

that you rip the fascia that encapsulate muscle when 

you train (it’s chrysalis time) and all the correct food 

and adequate rest when you’re not training fills in the 

rips with new cells;  heals it in its newer form. 

Creative, isn’t it? 
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CHAPTER 3 
 

 

 
Ly and son. Photography Miriam Watson 

 
ON BREATHING  

 

(Pumping iron is termed anaerobic – see terminology 

at the end of this manual) 

 

When you push, or pull, or lift the weights you’ve got 

to breathe. And not just breathe, but breathe (and on 

the exertion). 
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I recall a student saying “My breathing is always so 

shallow,” like that was an excuse or something. I didn’t 

get into talking about it with her at the time because I 

was in the middle of my own set and I won’t talk when 

I’m concentrating on what I’m doing (and I’m asking 

you to do the same) otherwise I could hurt myself, and 

besides, she’d forgotten what I’d already told her 

(everyone always does until it becomes second nature) 

about breathing in, then holding it, then pushing the air 

out on the exertion. This is what the body does 

naturally in exertion-type situations anyway. You’ll get 

it, don’t you worry. 

 

Breathing speeds oxygen through the blood.  Deep 

breathing stimulates each and every part of you. Some 

people, when they begin training and have to exert 

themselves, get a rush, become heady and experience 

almost a fainting feeling . . . that’s your brain getting 

some oxygen. 

 

You don’t have to take a deep and meaningful inward 

breath – you just suck it in, sharp and deep, then you 

pull  
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it up from your abdomen and push it out right on the 

hardest part of the execution. By the time you get to 

your tenth repetition you’ll be groaning it out. By the 

time you reach your twelfth rep you’ll be gritting your 

teeth and looking really beautiful and you’ll sound like 

you’re having an orgasm and your muscles will be. 

You’ll be the only one to know if you’re faking it and 

wouldn’t that be a waste when, if you added just two 

more plates to the bar, it would be THE REAL THING. 

 

Most men don’t fake it when they train – some women 

that I’ve worked with have (and I suppose they’ve got 

their reasons) but they don’t last – it becomes too much 

of an effort... and unfortunately they’re often the ones 

to tell me what they expect their co-dependent partner 

to do to make them feel happy (like they couldn’t just 

be happy for themselves?). For the others who just 

can’t hack it, well, it’s not everyone’s thing, you know? 

I’ve also worked out with some excellent women who 

don’t fake it and, therefore, get to know the Buzz. 
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THE BUZZ (ENDORPHINS)  

 

This kind of fitness training, when practiced 

consistently, releases a chemical (naturally produced 

‘opiate-like’ relaxants) called endorphins into your 

bloodstream. These little bliss-balls get you high. 

They’re responsible for feeling great after a work-out, 

not fatigued (that comes later in the day) as you wobble 

out of the gym or shake when you pick up your water-

glass to wash down your highest quality, branched-

chain amino acid supplement. 

 

The wobbles and the shakes (legs and arms 

respectively) don’t last more than a few weeks (bad if 

you’re a brain surgeon, though, or a tattooist, like one 

guy I trained). 

 

When your body becomes strengthened through 

consistent training you’ll come out of the gym simply 

feeling pumped and mighty. 

 

Also . . . size is relative. I can lift the front of a car out 

of a bog and I can heave a bag of horse manure over 

my shoulder as heavy as my friend who’s helping with 
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the veggie garden, and he’s twice my weight and a 

head-and-a-half taller. Fair enough, in a wrestle, if he 

pins me to the floor I stay pinned but I’m strong 

enough and slippery enough to make it hard for him to 

get me there. 

 
HYDRATION  

 

So you’re hard into your workout and you get a cramp. 

Drink some water. Before you train drink water.  When 

you’re hot drink water. I get yelled at You don’t drink 

enough water. Well, I’d rather not, I’m not impressed 

with drinking lots of water, but I do because I know that 

dehydration can destroy what I’ve worked so hard so 

hard to achieve because I know that muscle is made up 

of much water (and dehydration is not simply obvious 

when you’re thirsty... if you are exerting yourself that 

may be too late). It’s even better if the drink you have 

with you when you train has electrolytes in it as these 

replace depleted cell salts (it’s just that they can be 

costly and you will definitely want to avoid the ones 

with sugars in them so check the label or ask an expert 

first). 
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On a trip around the world in 2003 and I was in Zurich  

for a while. One of the people in the apartment where I 

stayed was violently ill with agonizing kidney pain. 

This was the summer that an unprecedented heat wave 

crippled Europe. Approximately 11,000 people in heat 

related fatalities in Europe that year. The thing is – the 

people there that I spoke to had no idea that drinking 

heaps of water would help them. In Australia hydration 

is a matter of common knowledge. Our summers are 

always hot. The man with the kidney agony took three 

days to pass the crystals that dehydration had caused. 

The point is to understand your body and its needs and 

to not rely on tradition or habit and expect it to cope.  

 
UNDERSTANDING   

 

This next section is really important so take the time to 

absorb the information. 

 

You can cannibalise yourself. You can eat your own 

muscle from the inside. 

 

If you do not fuel yourself adequately you will become 

weaker, debilitated, open to disease, lessen your 
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immune system’s defenses, you will become extremely 

irritable, anxious and exhausted. Do I have your 

attention? 

 

It’s necessary to eat food that will feed you and not 

simply fill you. Proteins and complex carbohydrates 

and certain specific fats are a glory to the training 

physiology. You are NOT going to under-train because 

that makes training pointless. You’re also not going to 

over-train because your muscles will end up devouring 

themselves to satisfy an egotistic lack of patience. It is 

easier for your body to gain needed energy, quickly, 

from muscle, when it senses threat, rather than from 

stored fats. It’s a little like parenting correctly or being 

kind to animals. When you ride a horse and you train a 

horse you do so with firmness, passion and honor for 

the interaction. A horse doesn’t mind the pace, or the 

training, when it knows that it can trust you, but you a) 

don’t want to break its body and b) you will not break 

its spirit.  

 

Train yourself likewise. 
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Virginia, aged 52. Photography Miriam Watson 

 

Discover what your perceived ‘limits’ are, over the 

months, execute perfect form for each exercise (if 

you’re practicing what are known as cheats then do so 

with intent), use a spotter (that’s someone who’ll assist 

you with those last one or two reps) as little as possible 

and work with a buddy if you can find one to match 
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your incentive bearing in mind that a partner should be 

someone you can trust to be as honest with you about 

your screw-ups as they can with their encouragement. 

 

Use your mind to interact synergistically with the 

muscle and don’t simply perform the exercise like an 

automaton. Once you’ve isolated the feeling of the 

muscle you will know of true intimacy and it will be 

easier to do so again and again. This is where you’ll 

gain great benefits. 

 

So when can you expect to feel differently to the way 

you felt before you started? With the correct execution 

of the exercises you’ll feel it from the first day. With 

familiarity of the weights and the techniques your body 

will have altered, utterly, however imperceptibly, in 

one month. 

 

The muscles will begin to emerge from their 

compressed, cocooned, unappreciated little place in 

your life and you can experience the pleasure of 

running your hand over your arm or your leg and let 

out a little Ooo in about six months. A year later the 

Ooo will have become Ahhh!  By the time you have 
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been training for between two and three years you’ll be 

fairly analytical about the whole process and instead of 

the Ahhh you’ll be saying Okay but this posterior delt 

needs more attention. 

 

After two years you’re no longer flushed each time you 

see someone who hasn’t seen you since the ‘before’ 

shot says What happened to you?  It becomes your 

lifestyle to feel AT ONE.  

 

You empathise with the power of animals and plants. 

Their naturalness will be understood. Their roots, their 

resilience will be a ‘family’ thing. With animals you’ll 

empathize with their ‘laziness’. You will have stopped 

believing that you’re separate, somehow, from the 

natural world. Life will no longer be a ‘head-trip’ 

 

But . . . When you’ve traveled that far you will need to 

take special care not to let your training take over your 

life. Because it can. Remember: Nothing in Excess. 

 

As you work with yourself you’ll come to realise all the 

other illusions of inadequacy that you accepted. You’ll 

come to know yourself as a progenitor of change. Your 
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resilience, the pressure, will be proportionate to the 

experience. You’ll not need to imagine yourself as 

other than you are. Fear is simply relative to 

experience. 

 

 

 

It’s all so very magical. 
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CHAPTER 4  

 

 

 
Kaye, aged 28. Photography Miriam Watson 

 
NUTRITION  

(YOU ARE WHAT YOU EAT)  

 

Firstly let’s annihilate illusion. 

 

There is no such thing as a diet (in its commonly 

understood sense, for either losing or gaining weight). 
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The word diet comes from the Greek word DIAITA 

which means a way of living and is described by my 

dictionary as the daily fare and food, as regards its 

nutritive value or its effects on the body. 

 

Also (just while I’m feeling pedantic) the word 

nutrition is the act or process of taking nourishment; 

especially the process by which food is assimilated and 

converted into tissue in living organisms. 

 

1.  By eating inadequately nourishing food you are 

stifling, suppressing, restricting, and even destroying 

the natural regenerative capabilities of YOUR WHOLE 

SELF. 

 

2.  An individual can eat – and eat lots – and die of 

malnutrition. 

 

3.  Those who become fixated, or obsessive, in their 

attitudes to food and who tell you it is wrong to eat this 

or that have lost the plot. What matters is knowledge; 

knowledge based on adequate information and keen 

body awareness and sensitivity – none alone of these  
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qualities is enough. If you have the former and you  

develop, or rather let loose, your animal nature, you 

will unfold the latter. 

 

An animal will instinctively avoid any substance that is 

‘against its nature’. Let an animal spend too much time  

under the influence of certain dysfunctional human 

eaters, however, and you’ll have them liking chocolate, 

cheese, cake, chips, ice-cream. Why? Because humans 

introduce these things to them. Even though they’ll 

likely kill your animal friend before its time. 

 

At the time of the re-release of this manual I am 62 

years old. Over the course of the last seven years I 

abruptly and inexplicably gained ten kilos. My own 

body weight was, prior to that and from the time I 

began training, around fifty kilos. 

 

I could not work out what was happening. I was not 

training as much, for sure, and perhaps as a result I was 

tired, exhausted physically. Getting scared. Thinking 

about osteoporosis but sincerely wondering if this was 

not the way of ageing after all. I was not obese but had 
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this mass around my middle that I could not shift and a 

feeling, constantly, of bloating. The fat was not soft.  

 

I happened, on a journey through research, to come 

upon both the Atkins Diet and also information on what 

is called ‘living Paleo.’ I am now an Almost Paleo 

person. This means I consume zero grains of any kind 

and zero sugar. That also means I must check the 

labeling of anything that I buy that is prepackaged. 

 

I am now at an optimum weight of fifty three kilos, 

training at the gym three days a week, tutoring other 

women and that massive 10k just fell away.  

 

I eat full fat everything: butter, cream, cheese. I 

discovered that low fat products are full of secret 

chemicals and sugars (removing the fat renders any 

food tasteless). Does it cost me? A little more. I have to 

source eggs and meat that is grass fed. No point getting 

organic food that is grain fed even if the grain is 

organic. I don’t eat a lot of the above fats. Large 

quanities of leaf and even edible weeds. Nuts from the 

shell as they are rancid otherwise. Protein? Small 

portions. 
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Basically, regarding the food pyramid, we have been 

lied to. 

 

On Carbohydrates (carbs=fuel) –  

Some foods are better cooked, as cooking begins the 

process of breaking down the food before it is even 

swallowed and this process can actually aid the body in 

its digestion and absorption functions. 

Some foods are better raw. 

 

Let’s Look at – 

Vegetables –  

(and please buy organic wherever possible or grow 

them at home using good compost). And raw is best 

most of the time. 

 

All veggies that are cooked to where they lose their 

color and become floppy have lost everything. You will 

be eating dead food. 

 

Potatoes: I do not eat them on the Paleo diet. I 

occasionally roast pumpkin and parsnip. 
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Potatoes are high in starches and starches are complex 

‘sugars’ that supply long-term sugar to your body but 

get rid of them from your diet if you have excess body 

fat. Completely rid of them. Replace with golden sweet 

potato once or twice a week. 

 

All colorful veggies (except most root veggies) are as 

exciting to eat raw as they are partially cooked . 

 

All colorful veggies are producers of what are called 

complex carbohydrates (fuel) as well as minerals and  

vitamins that are necessary for sustained health and 

vitality. They’ll all give you fuel and you can eat them 

abundantly and you won’t gain body-fat. 

 

Use only extra virgin cold pressed olive oil that has not 

been stored in light glass and is preferably of the first 

pressing, macadamia oil, organic coconut oil, avocado 

oil or organic butter from grass-fed cows. Most other 

oils and some ‘butters’ are not healthy. 

 

Please do not hurt yourselves with simple sugars and 

cheap, inexpensive fats. They are toxic and are stored 

in the human animal as fat deposits. 
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All excess is EXCESS. 

 

Basically your energy input needs to be in relativity to 

your energy output to maintain body harmony. 

 

Fruit –  

All fruit contains fructose. Fructose is a simple sugar. 

Excess fruit is good for gorillas. 
 

WARNING:  

Fruit consumed just after a meal will ferment and you 

will experience extreme bloating. It is always best to 

eat fruit a few hours either side of any other kind of 

food, especially melon. Dried fruits are much higher in 

sugar content so eat them frugally. Fruit in cakes or 

breads or biscuits are going to load you with body-fats. 

 

Meat, chicken, fish –  

It bothers me greatly that commercial farmers treat 

livestock with the hormones, and it bothers me greatly 

that they use chemicals and pesticides; that they live in 

cages or pens and know no freedom, that they are 

cruelly killed, so I’m not going to eat that kind of flesh. 

Oh, I’ve got good reasons, and you should know about 
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these things also, but it’s a whole other thing to write 

about, though, and you won’t need to go too far to your 

local bookstore, or to search the internet, to find out 

more. 

 

Be that as it may, I eat flesh. Not all the time, though. I 

occasionally eat rare red meat: it contains creatin which 

translates within the body into growth hormone – it’s 

the only food that my research has found that will do so 

– and we are blessed, in Australia, to have kangaroo 

available as it is a very clean animal and its flesh is lean 

and lacking the chemical abuse of commercially farmed 

livestock.   Also rabbit or any wild-caught meat. 

 

I find that I crave red meat when my blood-iron is low 

or when I have done extremely rigorous training for a 

set period of time. Women in ‘western’ countries are 

horrendously debilitated, quite commonly, with iron 

deficiency.  It causes extreme fatigue, listlessness and 

anxiety, among other things (these are also symptoms 

of estrogen-dominance as well as other dysfunction ... 

get blood tests bi-annually to check your levels) and I 

ask that you remember that vitamin C is what 

transports iron through the body, so if taking a vitamin 
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supplement of iron please do so in conjunction with 

‘C’. 

 

I sometimes eat organic, free-range, pasture raised 

chicken. If you acquire a whole chicken, however, neck 

it, pluck it, segment it and boil down the bones, skin, 

feet and head you’ll have awesome stock. 

 

I eat eggs daily. They are a much maligned wholefood. 

Again, organic, pasture-fed happy chickens. 

 

Seafood?  Whenever and wherever I can get it fresh but 

carefully because I’ve had mercury poisoning and 

that’s crazy and you get it (apart from amalgams and 

other noxious wastes, even tap water in some places) 

from eating big fish.  

 

Fish is high in Omega-3 fatty acids that are quite vital 

for good health. Fish oil aids in caring for your joints 

(especially salmon oil). I’ve been spoiled because I 

have several friends, and a son, who catch fish 

regularly off the rocks and the beach and who are 

always willing to share an extra one with me.   
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Purslane is also one of the highest plant-based Omega-

3s and if you feed it to your chickens, voila. 

 

Often I’ll buy calamari, prawns, NZ mussels, crab. 

Lightly cooked, 3 minutes in water, soy or lemon (or 

even sushi-style), throw in some ginger, maybe chili, 

carrot, bean sprouts. Eat on a cold green salad; serve it 

with steamed greens.   
 

GRAINS  

 

I DO NOT RECOMMEND ANY GRAINS AT THIS TIME. 
 
MORE ON OILS 

 

Be aware that your body needs certain kinds and 

qualities of oils to ensure good health. There are fatty 

acids derived from fish, the oils from avocados, sesame 

seeds (tahini), pure virgin cold-pressed olive oil, 

evening primrose oil, wheat-germ, linseed oil.  

 

There are essential fats in seeds and nuts, too, but you 

must be wary of buying these things when they have 

been exposed to light and oxygen for any length of time 

as they become rancid really quickly and that rancidity 
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is toxic! Ascertain that all are kept in dark, airtight 

containers away from light and always buy oils in dark 

bottles and preferably buy nuts in the shell and crack 

them open when you are ready to eat them. 

 

You don’t need all these oils all the time. Evening 

primrose, for example, has a reputation for balancing 

out-of-balanced hormones; fish-oil, as I have already 

said, lubricates the joints; avocado is rich in the E anti-

oxidant; tahini, or sesame oils, supply essential B group 

vitamins and, like avocados, they aid in external 

healing and skin nutrition. 

 

Use only butter, olive oil or organic coconut oil in 

cooking as cooking destroys the quality of all oils – and 

never use the same oil twice as the heating would begin 

the toxicity process of the. 

 

This is not primarily a manual on the detailed analysis 

of foods, however, but for sure it’s good to have a few 

guidelines. What you are to understand out of all this 

talk is that you are to eat for the life it!   
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So . . . the more color and variety of flora that you can 

munch down the better, especially if it’s palatable in its 

raw or just cooked state (or rather, in its live state) and 

the more green, living food you can eat the better, as 

chlorophyll and the attending nutriments of leafy 

greens (like kale, the greens’ queen) and sprouts are life 

itself. 

 

Be aware and conscious. Choosing and preparing food 

is extremely important. 

 

You enter into communion with what is consumed. 

You become one.  Eating is a ritual of sacred 

proportion and at all times the Eaten should be 

honored. 

 

Where supplements are concerned in any discussion of 

good health it is to be noted that you are to go, first last  

and always for live food, primarily, and to the 

supplementation of vitamins and minerals as just that. 

 

Refresher on Foods Before Moving On –  

You’ll want . . . lettuce (any and all varieties), 

cucumber, green capsicum, parsley, basil, dill, rocket, 
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coriander, avocados, oriental greens, spinach, 

sunflower sprouts, mung sprouts, bean sprouts, water-

cress, alfalfa sprouts, shallots. 

 

and you want them all. 

and you want them raw. 

 

You’ll want . . . tomatoes, chili, beet-root, carrots, red 

capsicum, red onion, garlic.You can eat all this raw or 

you can, I suppose, if you must, cook it. You’ll want 

legumes in moderation. You’ll want organic shoyu, a 

variety of sea vegetables, your tomato paste/puree. 

 

If you must have daily or the like in the fridge you’ll 

want . . . 

Your bio-dynamic yogurt (I prefer goat or sheep), full 

cream cottage or cream cheese (sometimes), full cream 

organic pasture-fed cow, goat or sheep milk. 

Sometimes you’ll have organic sour cream. And butter.  

 

You’ll have snow-peas, mushrooms, broccoli, 

cauliflower, cabbage, corn, asparagus, radish, squash, 

turnip, pumpkin, spinach and kale, any time you want 
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and you can eat most of them raw or you can steam, 

blanch, bake anytime. Make soup, casserole, anything. 

 

And eggs. 

 

NOTE – 

Anything you eat should be enjoyable. 

If it’s boring, it’s boring. 

If it’s tasteless, it’s tasteless. 

If it’s colorless, then it’s colorless. 

What you eat, and the way you have prepared the food, 

is to be considered a true reflection of the creative, 

intelligent, beautiful and passionate within you . . . a 

kind of a way-of-the-sacred. 

 

Eating is so important. It is as exciting as good sex, as 

laughter with friends, as a swim in really hot weather, 

as a cozy fire when it’s cold and dreary, as surprising as 

an unexpected gift for no other reason than that 

someone really likes you. 

 

Remember that we have this reptilian reward-centre in 

our brain and we must be careful of self-indulgence. 

The more you reward yourself the quicker the slide into 
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obesity or any other addiction for that matter. Either 

that or parasites . . . 

 

Let’s Look at Supplements –  

You will read lots of different articles concerning the 

necessity or lack thereof relative to supplementation. It 

can get confusing. 

 

A woman that I know is a bio-chemist and she 

informed me that when you take lots of vitamin 

supplements your body becomes reliant on them and 

will not produce them naturally from the foods you eat.  

Be aware of the power, also, of your liver to break 

down much of what you pop into your mouth, therefore 

rendering many pills as superfluous. 

 

One time a friend and I went to Coffs Harbour to see 

the Body-building Championships that were happening 

there that weekend and we sat talking to a guy named 

Jimmy Petone (at that time he had taken out the title of  

‘Mr Australia’ three times) who uses evening primrose 

oil for hair and skin health, fish oil for the maintenance 

of his joints and anti-oxidants to assist in healing, the 

transportation of various vitamins and minerals through 
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the blood, for the protection of the immune-system, for 

longevity in their ability to prevent what is called ‘free-

radical’ damage within the body that occurs as a result 

of any kind of stress (even physical exertion). 

 

So, I use BCAAs (Branch Chain Amino Acids) and I 

do heal faster than I would otherwise, and I do a better 

workout. Research the brands carefully. Be careful of 

hype and hidden sugars/chemicals. 

 

I use anti-oxidants. How can I tell that their use is not a 

head-trip? Well... you never know, really, whether a 

thing is having a placebo effect in the short-term, but I 

figure over the long term it’s worth the theorizing and 

practice. I don’t, after all, get sick and I’m ‘up’ most of 

the time – stress doesn’t get to me (plus all current 

research indicates their value). Grape-seed seems the 

best therapy but both black and green teas are high in 

anti-oxidants also. 

 

Calcium, zinc and magnesium are all necessary. You 

could, I suppose, take a supplement but you’ll get these 

minerals from eating abundant alfalfa and sprouted 

seeds.  Potassium you’ll get from bananas. 
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My lifestyle is very busy and most of the time I’m 

zappy – that’s because I know how horrible I am when 

Before Paleo I used to get carb-depleted. I learned that I 

didn’t have to have get to the stage of feeling hungry to 

be depleted of carbohydrate as carb-depletion had 

nothing to do with my stomach, but the mitochondria 

(nuclear-powered generators), in each cell of our 

bodies. 

 

Since flipping to a mostly Paleo diet I do not feel 

hungry. I will, for example, have two poached eggs in 

the morning, kale and broccoli poached in butter and 

either high quality free-range bacon, fish, chorizo or 

left-overs. See my blog for recipes.  

 

Sometimes I’ll make certain, the night before, that I 

have cassoulet’d enough to feed me the following 

morning or I would have cooked a cauliflower and a 

fennel bulb together, sautéed onion and garlic in olive 

oil, blended them, added hot English mustard, cayenne 

pepper and good quality grated cheese. I would have 

had that for my dinner with peas and parsley the night 

before. In the morning it would be even better and I 

will put it in a pan with a white-fleshed fish and heat it 

https://almostpaleocooking.wordpress.com/�
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till the fish is cooked. Squeeze on lemon juice and have 

over a bed of fresh roquet from my garden.  

 

When fuel is low your physiology starts screaming 

Body-death! Body-death! Immanent! Body-death! (even 

though you can’t understand the language the signs are 

obvious). You will have exhausted your intake and will 

need to eat again, even if the meal you take is small.   

 

Depression, anxiety and aggression are often caused by 

hunger or bad nutrition. SO FUEL UP WELL. 

 

Then there are times when you won’t be able to get 

‘up’ no matter how happy you are, no matter what you 

eat, no matter how well you are resting. That’s often 

iron-deficiency, so head for the health food shop and 

buy chelated or liquid iron supplementation… and 

boing. Otherwise get a check-up. 

 

Two Important Things plus Terror – 

 

1. If you go to a good doctor and explain that 

you’re doing resistance training (or whatever 

endurance training you’re doing) and that 
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you’re experiencing some continuous fatigue 

you can get broad-range blood tests to find out 

whether you are deficient in one of many things 

(you also get the benefits of cholesterol testing 

and discovering whether your white blood count 

is appropriate). Get tested once or twice a year 

to be on the safe side. 

 

2. If you’re still fatigued (and a woman 35 years 

or over) it’s quite likely that you are 

progesterone deficient. Progesterone (outside 

the body) is a naturally derived substance 

produced from the wild yam that is synergistic 

with the human body (again, refer Passage to 

Power by Leslie Kenton, mentioned earlier, for 

relevant researched information). Since the liver 

breaks down any ingested form of progesterone-

producing foods the only way you’ll benefit 

(and benefit you will) is to topically apply the 

cream ‘Progest’, or whatever adequate brand 

you buy, where it is taken up by the small 

vascular system. Profound life-changing effects 

are reported in a wide variety of its users. It is 
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even reported, in the relevant documentation, to 

reverse osteoporosis. 

 

Xenoestrogens1

                                                           
1 Any of the by-products of industrial or chemical processing that 
have estrogen-like effects (including PCBs, plastics and petro-
chemicals 

, the potentially devastating and 

toxic mimic of phytoestrogens have increased 

the reduction of naturally-occurring 

progesterone  in women over several decades 

leading to a deficiency that can quite radically 

decrease the quality of life of most women in 

the so-called 1st World countries and as toxins 

are stored in body-fat there is now one more 

solid reason to control it. What is happening 

instead? An obesity epidemic of indecent 

proportions, most of which is caused by the 

intake of junk, processed food and a lack of 

exercise. Xenoestrogens – these nasty chemical 

compounds – are fed to factory animals as well 

as leaching into our environment from a 

currently incalculable number of cosmetics, 

food additives, pesticides, herbicides and 

common household products. In men 

xenoestrogens are known to decrease, or even 
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destroy, fertility and ditto in women with the 

added onus of increased cancers. Extensive 

research is up to you but it is very worth taking 

the time to understand some of the data to be 

able to make life style choices. 

 

Okay, off the heavy topic and back to training . . . Have 

I explained that amino acids are PROTEIN? That’s 

what heals! You are made up, bodily, of proteins, 

water, sugars and minerals. 

 

What you don’t need (false food) are simple sugars 

(monocarbohydrates). 

 

They are NOT food and are very abusive to your body 

(mainly the pancreas and the weird effect that they 

produce relative to the resultant insulin response). They 

fool your body into thinking it is being fed.  They are 

fat-making because they don’t do anything essential. 

You’ll end up feeling fatigued and will crave more of 

the same as it gets used up so quickly without any 

fulfillment other than being pleasant to your oral taste 

buds. 
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The same with wheat. If you cannot get off other grains 

please get off wheat2

 

. It is not only toxic and an opiate, 

it is highly addictive. 

(I realise I am repeating myself, seemingly ad nauseum, 

but the obesity levels in western culture are so alarming 

and have been increasing over the years. It’s like 

nobody is interested in listening. Not only that but the 

increase in food-related illness is seemingly not being 

healed, rather it’s being treated by drugs. The source is 

important here, not a cure that ignores the cause.)   

 

Don’t over-eat BUT eat to satisfaction. 

Small meals, eaten regularly speed the metabolism in a 

healthy body. 

                                                           
2 Grain Brain by David Perlmutter, Kristin Loberg 
  Wheat Belly by William Davis 
  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WSDkJEF9aBY Parts 1 and 
  2, also by William Davis. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WSDkJEF9aBY�
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PART TWO 

CHAPTER 5 

 

 

 
Ly de Angeles stretch session. Photography Miriam Watson 

 
THE PROGRAM, THE PRACTICE  

 

Before you train warm-up: do some starjumps. Some 

push-ups. Perhaps 10 minutes on the exercise bike, 

some light stretches (also remember that when you do a 
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stretch session you are to relax and breathe into the 

stretch and don’t bounce; never bounce. 

 

ALSO work each side of your body equally.   

 

Work the same number of stretches or reps on your 

right side as you do on your left.   

 

You will find that each side is different, left or right 

exhibiting more or less flexibility or stamina than the 

other. One side of your body is naturally more passive 

than the other and together they form the balance of the 

self (you are as vulnerable as you are strong – it is 

personally honorable to understand this principle).  

Each hand or leg or shoulder serves its purpose in the 

symphony of physical form. 

 

I sometimes hear the expression from beginners Oh, 

one side’s weaker than the other. Our bodies are  

responsive to our thoughts as well as external stimuli 

and I set those people straight: this kind of snap 

thinking is judgment without knowledge through 

understanding. It’s a conditioned, societorial thing, 

okay?  
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When you begin a program it is important to stay with 

it long enough to ascertain the relative benefits for your 

own body. Chopping and changing all the time, rather 

than some of the time, could lead to inadequate 

development. 

 

Remember that for a while you will be familiarising 

your body with the weights and the exercises, building 

strengths in seldom used, even vulnerable body-parts 

and working towards the power and the definition that 

will be your goal. 

 

Your metabolism is going to alter – to speed up – and 

your fluid and fat levels will change and realign 

themselves with your body harmony, in accordance 

with your natural body type (ectomorphic, 

endomorphic or mesomorphic). 

 

Use the weight-scales as a guideline only because 

muscle is heavier than fat and, initially, you could freak 

yourself out by thinking you are getting things all 

wrong! You won’t be. For a while you will be 

eliminating fluids and excess body-fat, or using it as an 

energy source to aid in the building of new muscle, so 
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the idea of a ‘desirable’ weight won’t be valid except as 

a relative concept. When your body is strong and your 

musculature is well-defined then your body will be at 

its ‘lightest’ as well as its ‘heaviest’. Balanced, see? 

 

Note the weights that challenge you at the 11th or 12th 

rep (and I mean challenge) and you’ll know that you 

are utilising your optimum because when you attempt 

another rep you’ll fail . . . and this kind of failure is 

excellent. 

 

Keep a record of where you’re up to (in your training 

diary) so that the next time you go to work that body-

part you can begin without wondering Ah, what weight 

did I do last time? How many reps was that? How 

many sets was I supposed to do? (I’ve heard it all 

before.) 

 

Once you’ve worked certain exercises for a while you 

will want to add a little variety to the body-part’s 

playtime so it won’t get bored (bored muscles don’t 

grow, don’t zing.) 

 

Work with a partner, if you can, someone who is  
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capable of pointing out that you’re swinging your back 

on standing biceps curls; that your form is off on your 

squats. Someone who will encourage that last rep or 

two because they know you really want it. Someone 

who can ‘spot’ for you and with whom you know you 

are safe. SOMEONE WITH A SENSE OF HUMOUR – Not 

too heavy, not too light. 

 
THE 20 POINT REMINDER 

1. HYDRATION. Drink ample water and/or 

electrolyte drink during your workouts. 

2. NEVER jerk any movement.  Use smooth, 

strong, controlled execution of each and every 

exercise. 

3. ALWAYS breathe correctly- 

a. Inhale in preparation for exertion. 

b.  Exhale on the exertion. 

4. ALWAYS keep correct, clear form. If your form 

is ‘out’ then back off the weight or discontinue 

reps. 

5. USE the benches. Contour your body into them  

so that you are isolating the muscle you are to 

train. 
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6. USE the mirrors to check yourself - they are not 

there for the ego, they are an essential tool of 

training. 

7. RELAX throughout. Exertion and ‘uptightness’ 

are not synonymous. 

8. HAVE no other goals than to be your natural 

body-shape (that shape is different for 

everyone), realizing that this kind of training is 

akin to sculpting but that genetics will play a 

part in the eventuality. 

9. EAT good protein, fats (such as an avocado) 

&/or salad within 30 minutes (never more than 

1 hour, anyway) of your workout. 

10. PROTEIN heals and assists the body to produce 

new cells (carbs are fuel only) – you need a 

minimum of 250 grams per day just so the liver 

can even function adequately. 

11. KEEP SUPPLE. Always do an adequate warm-up: 

stretch sessions, massage therapy, yoga, 

dancing are all excellent. 

12. Take AMPLE recovery time. 

13. TAKE pleasure in what you are doing. Chances 

are that should you come to the stage of saying 

Oh, no, not training again!  then you are quite 
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likely to have been over-training or boring your 

body. RE-EVALUATION will be in order. 

14. BE RIGHT THERE with all that you are doing to 

avoid injury. 

15. HAVE respect for yourself and other serious 

athletes. Don’t be disparaged by the attitude of 

some of the people who attend gyms, most have 

good ‘gym-etiquette’. 

16. Be CLEAR about your motives! Do this stuff for 

yourself and NOT to attract or please others. 

17. KEEP your cardio-vascular system toned. Do a 

circuit class occasionally for assisting in your 

overall  

fitness. It’s no good just being able to lift the 

fallen tree off your friend’s broken body if you 

haven’t got the stamina to run for help. 

18. DON’T lock-out any of your joints at full 

extension of a movement. 

19. BE courageous but not dangerous with your 

body. Remember to allow ‘velvet’ into your life 

and not just ‘steel’. 

20. KEEP a record of your training procedures; the 

exercises, weights, sets, reps, on what days. 
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CHAPTER 7 

A Mind Like Clear Water 

 

 

 
Ly and Steve. Iaido.Photographer Hope Maneki  (2007) 

 

There would be no point healing, training and 

maintaining a vital body if the way we thought, viewed 

life and processed experiences was confused. 

 

People are manipulated and assaulted from every 

direction by jargon and implication - mostly repetition; 

mostly rhetoric – and that’s actually putting it mildly. 
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I once attended a Kumijo class, where I train with both 

staff and bokkan, and at the end of the evening we all 

sat on the mats. The fellow who had taken the class 

talked to the practitioners for a while about what he’d 

been taught regarding the people – the conscious and 

subconscious mind. He informed us that the 

subconscious was white; positive, and that if we had 

negative thoughts – black – they would go into the 

subconscious and turn it grey. What a disappointing 

discussion.  

 

Dualisms like good/bad, black/white, positive/negative 

merely reinforce the stereotypical paradigms that have  

become a religious and political tool – as well as a 

major advertising ploy – for manipulating people into 

an untrue view of what is acceptable or otherwise. It’s 

seemed like it’s been done forever. These concepts are 

just that. Concepts. They are unrealities without any 

reference in life. 

 

So what’s the reality? 

 

The dissolution of andocentric mind. The breakthrough.  
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An absolution from thinking ‘humanly’ to the denial of 

everything else, except, perhaps, peripherally. 

 

Analogy –  

Not far from where I live there is a place called 

Protestors Falls. 

 

At the end of a track that meanders through the 

rainforest I a deep pool fed from a waterfall that 

cascades down a two hundred and forty foot 

escarpment. It can be quite loud there beside the pool, 

sitting upon boulders that embrace it, because the place 

is a natural amphitheatre. Bat caves exist high up in the 

cliff face; ferns and native plants defy gravity from 

rocky outcroppings. 

 

Sitting there you can look up towards the top of the 

falls. The experience is akin to reverse vertigo. The sky 

sits on top of it all in such a vivid blue as to hurt the 

eyes. Birds whip-call across the valley. 

 

I’ve been there as dusk turns to dark and the profusion 

of fireflies warp the senses in the darkness as they 

flicker between huge trees and land on my eyelashes. 
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The place is like somewhere set apart. You can get lost 

in its wonder. 

 

The water from the falls comes from elsewhere – 

higher up – from amongst the gorges and gullies, 

catchments for rain and spring-fed creeks.  

 

From where it thunders or trickles, depending on the 

season, into the deep pool at its base, it murmurs and  

tumbles down and down, over rock and rock and rock, 

linking with other creeks and waterways until it reaches 

the sea. 

 

Of course. 

 

But along the journey of its destiny are habitats. Frogs 

live there. Lizards. Birds and snakes, paddymelons, 

echidna, wallabies, turtles and, so I have been told, 

platypus. They have lived around or in the waters of 

this place since the Dreamtime. 

 

But tour buses sometimes bring people here. And isn’t 

it nice to take a dip in the deep, deep pure waters of the 

pool at the base of the falls? 
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They are responsible for the decimation of these 

habitats; for the poisoning of these waters. They wear 

deodorant, perfume, sunblock, make-up, hair product; 

false things; toxic things. 

 

And if someone just told them to be clean of all these 

things first? To enter the waters aware? 

 

The subconscious is not a void, nor is it a mess. It can 

be a garden or a forest of wild profusion – that depends 

on the nature of the person – it doesn’t matter which. 

But each mind is unique and will flourish as long as it 

remains in its natural state. We must be very careful to 

prevent that which is toxic, or noxious, or alien, from 

gaining hold. 

 

To do this requires a modicum of detachment. From 

emotional detachment to material. From ‘buying into’ 

the jargon or the expectations of others. From outside 

interference that seeks to tell you what is right or 

wrong, black or white, positive or negative. 

 

A mind like clear water takes care. It requires love and 

it needs to be left alone sometimes. To be quiet. 
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Your body will usually inform you of when you are 

being pressured or polluted by unnatural things. It will 

suffer agitation or tension; your gut will express 

anxiety; your head will experience pressure, maybe 

your hands will shake. Perhaps you will suffer ‘want’ 

and this will cause confusion and sometimes even 

despair. Maybe you won’t sleep so well anymore. 

 

Let it go. Take it off yourself. Fix it. 

 

I’ve swum in that pool at the base of Protestors Falls, 

naked and clean. It taught me – have a mind like clear 

water. 
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PART THREE 

 

 

 
Mother and son: Photography Miriam Watson (1995) 

 

May I suggest you look up each body-part on the 

internet? Images of the exercises are also all there. 

 
TRAINING DAYS SCHEDULE 

 

 
4 DAY ON – 3 DAY OFF TRAINING REGIME  
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DAY 1 

BACK & BICEPS – 

BACK 

Latimus Dorsi, commonly called ‘lats’ 

Exercise – Sets 

– 

Reps 

– 

Equipment – 

Wide-grip lat. 

pull 

3 12 inquire of the gym 

Seated rows             3 12 inquire of the gym                          

Bent-over rows 3 12 ezy-curl bar 

 

Biceps, commonly called ‘bi’s’ 

Exercise –  Sets –  Reps –  Equipment –  

Standing curls 3 12          straight bar    

Curls with ezy-bar 2 12 preacher bench 

Concentrated curl 3 12   single dumbbell 

 

Abdominals, commonly called ‘abs’ 

Do 50 crunches for 3 sets. 

 

 

Notes for yourself –  
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DAY 2 

CHEST & TRICEPS 

Pecs. Top, mid and lower 

Exercise – Sets – Reps –  Equipment – 

Flat bench press 3 12 straight bar 

Incline press 3 12 dumbbells 

Cable 

crossovers 

3 12 dual-arm 

cables 

 

Triceps, commonly called ‘tris’ 

Exercise – Sets – Reps –  Equipment 

Pushdowns 3 12 triangle bar 

Lying tri 

extensions 

3 12 ezy-curl bar 

Kickbacks 3 12 dumbbells 

Alternate any of 
the above with: 

   

Dips 3 12 dips-stand/two 

benches 

Abs 

Lying leg-lifts – 3 sets of 25. 

Notes for yourself – 
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DAY 3 

LEGS  
(this will include glutes, quads, hamstrings,  

and calves 

 

Quadriceps 

Exercise – Sets – Reps 

–

  

Equipment – 

Squat 3 12 Barbell/squat 

machine 

Seated leg 

extension 

3 12 inquire of the 

gym 

 

Hamstrings 

Exercise –  Sets –  Reps –  Equipment –  

Dead-lifts 3 12 barbell 

Curls 3 12 hamstring bench 

 

Calves 

Exercise – Sets – Reps – Equipment – 

Standing calf raises 3 12 without equipment 

Seated calf raises 3 12 inquire of the gym 
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You can also work the interior and exterior hip flexors 

by attaching an appropriate strap to your ankle and 

working the cables, alternating legs, for 12 reps, 3 sets 

each. I recommend this every second week. 

 

 

Abs 

3 sets concentrated crunches – 50 reps per set 

3 sets leg-raises – 20 reps per set 

 

Notes for yourself –  
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DAY 4 
SHOULDERS AND FOREARMS 

Deltoids – anterior, medial and posterior, commonly 

called ‘delts’ 

Trapezius, commonly called traps, 

Forearm flexors (inside of the forearm) and 

extensors (back of the forearm) 

 

Delts (anterior, medial, posterior) 

Exercise – Sets – Reps – Equipment – 

Military press 3 12 barbell 

Side lateral raises 3 12 dumbbells 

Front-arm raises 

(alternate) 

3 12 dumbbells 

Bent-over single-arm,  
side lateral raises
  

3 12 dumbbells 

 

Traps 

Exercise – Sets – Reps 

– 

Equipment– 

Upright row                             3 12 barbell 
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Forearms Flexors and Extensors 

Exercise – Sets – Reps – Equipment– 

Seated wrist curls 3 12 barbell 

Standing reverse 

curls 

3 12 barbell 

 

Abs and Obliques 

1 set of 100 crunches; 1 set per side of 100 side 

crunches, 1 set of 50 lying leg raises. 

 

Notes for yourself –  
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THE MUSCLES 

Their common terms in body-building and their 

attending exercises 

 

 

 
Ly de Angeles’ delt. Photography Miriam Watson (1995) 

 

The above is an example program only. You can work 

2 days on, 2 off or 3 on 1 off or 4 days straight, then 

take 3 days off for recovery. The weight is not included 

here as that is a matter to be worked out individually. 
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The best thing for you to do, when you first join a gym, 

is to see one of the staff there and have them go over 

the exercises with you until you are familiar with the 

terminology. Be careful whom you choose – the 

qualified person should work with you every step of the 

way until you are capable of executing your exercises 

with precision. 

 

Technicality –  

I’m going to cover a few of the muscles, and muscle 

groups, that you will be commonly working and the 

kind of exercises attending them. Take the time to go 

over this until you are wise on the matter. I also 

recommend you pick up some good body-building 

magazines from your news-agency, for the first few 

months, as they  

often have some hot tips.   

 

You’ll probably figure out that most of the articles do a 

repeat round with different faces but it’s the little side 

articles that provide extra information. Some of the 

photo sessions can be a real turn-off. Don’t let it get to 

you. 
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MAJOR MUSCLE GROUPS  
PECTORALS ‘Pecs’, the large chest muscles 

Exercises – 

Flat-bench press –  

Use either a barbell or dumbbells - this is a deepening 

and strengthening exercise aimed at the centre of the 

pectorals. 

 

Incline-bench press –  

Use either barbell or dumbbells - this exercise hits the 

upper pecs and has an influence on the anterior deltoid. 

 

Decline-bench press –  

Use either barbell or dumbbells - this works the lower 

pecs. 

 

Flys –  

Flatbench, incline or decline. This exercise focuses 

mainly on the outer pectorals. 

 

Cable cross-overs –  

Working with the crossover can really benefit women 

with muscle striation; this exercise, again, targets the 

outer pectorals. 
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Push-ups – 

Either wide-hand or close-hand this is a very traditional 

exercise. It takes most women a while to get this one,  

therefore it’s good to do a few in your warm-up routine 

every day, even if you begin on your knees and 

progress to straight-bodied push-ups (I find it easiest to 

do them on my knuckles – prevents stress on wrists).  

 

Pec deck –  

You can work this for variety later. I’d recommend the 

barbell press for beginners through progressions as this 

is really working at strengthening overall pectoral 

musculature. 
 

 

LATIMUS DORSI 

(including the scapula, rhomboid and trapezius 

regions) called lats: upper, mid and lower back 

Exercises – 

 

Chin-ups –  

This is the ultimate back exercise; both close-grip and 

wide-grip, forward or reverse grip. This exercise builds 

strength but, initially, can be very difficult for women, 

especially the beginner. I suggest that you work with a 
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spotter. Have your knees bent and have the spotter 

support you lightly under the knees - even if it’s just 

with one hand, to assist you to build confidence. 

 

Wide-grip, in-front-of-the-neck lat pull-downs –  

Do this at a pulley machine using a curve bar. You may 

find that many people do this exercise behind the neck 

– experience has shown that this can place unnecessary 

stress on the shoulder joints. 

 

Seated rows –  

Use a close grip, to hit the rhomboid and lower down 

the lat. 

 

Bent-over rows –  

This exercise targets the lower lats and into the lower 

back – use either an ezy-curl or a straight bar. You may 

require the use of a belt for this exercise. 

 

Bent-legged dead-lifts –  

This exercise is specifically to strengthen the lower 

back - use a barbell. Watch your form (again, a belt 

may assist)! 
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Bent-over, alternating single-arm rows –  For the 

medial-lat. 
 

QUADRICEPS and GLUTEUS (glutes) – 

These are your thigh and your bum muscles. 

Exercises – 

The Squat (the SUPREME leg exercise) –  

Use a barbell or the weights machine appropriate at 

your gym. Execute the exercise with perfect form to 

avoid hurting yourself (especially your knees). This 

exercise will also train your adductor (inner thigh) 

muscles, your glutes and, to a degree, your hamstrings. 

 

Lunges –  

Use either a bar on the shoulders (weights on the bar 

come later) or a pair of dumbbells. Do either alternating  

legs or single leg. This exercise will have you feeling 

like a mule kicked your butt for the first few times - 

don’t do if you have definite knee problems. 

 

Seated leg extensions –   

This exercise targets the quad heads, adding definition 

to strength. 
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Incline leg press –    

I prefer the squat as it targets more leg mass, however 

this exercise is of benefit to the beginner and anyone 

with lower back problems. Keep feet straight ahead to 

access a ‘squat-like’ affect. Having the toes pointed 

slightly out will target the adductors. Toes only on the 

board will target calves. 

 

MORE LEG – HAMSTRING 

Exercise – 

Lying hamstring curl –  

This exercise has its own bench. Please stick to light 

weights and protect your knees. 

 

Dead-lifts –    

Stand on a slight platform for maximum extension. Use 

a barbell BUT don’t over-do it! You can pull a lot of 

weight with this exercise and think that it’s okay but 

you’ll be sorry the next day (a belt may be required for 

back support). 
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CALVES 

Exercise – 

Standing Calf Raises –  

No problems, but, again, don’t go doing double your 

body-weight or anything just because you can or you’ll 

end up crushing the nerves on the ball of your foot or 

dislodging the vertebrae. 

 

Seated Calf-Raises –  

There’s a machine especially for this exercise. 

 

ADDUCTORS (inner thigh) 

Exercise – 

Cable leg-pulls –  

Use the lower cable to which is attached an ankle strap 

which you will connect to the leg closest to the 

machine. It is preferable that you stand on a ‘step’ box.  

Hold onto the upright of the cable machine, keep your 

legs a distance apart and swing the leg with the strap on 

it over towards the front of your other leg - do a set and 

change sides (for 3 or 4 sets). Don’t go into too heavy a 

weight or you will damage the ligaments on the inside  

of the knee. 
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HIP FLEXORS (outer thigh) 

Exercise – 

Cable side-kicks –   

This time you will attach the cable to the outside leg 

(from the cable machine) and swing your leg straight 

from the hip to as high as you can comfortably allow 

(45 degrees - 90 degrees) - do a set of 12 and change 

legs (repeat for 2 or 3 more sets). 

 

Please note: You don’t do all these exercises in a 

session. Talk to a trainer for the appropriate selection 

for your body-type. 

 
 

 

THE OTHER (MINOR) MUSCLE GROUPS 

DELTOIDS (anterior, medial, posterior) 

 

 

Exercises – 

Military press –  

This exercise is for strength and mass; behind-the-neck 

or in front of the neck barbell raises (keep hands fairly 

well-spaced on the bar). Work with a spotter here for 

maximum gains. 
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Shoulder press –  

This has basically the same effect as the Military press 

but you’ll be using dumbbells as it can make it less 

stressful on the wrists. 

 

Side lateral raises –    

I love this exercise (but, then I really dig the shoulder 

workouts because I love having chunky shoulders):  

sometimes called ‘teapots’ because when you lift your 

arms out to the sides (not quite horizontal - let the 

shoulder lead and not the forearm) you twist the hands 

towards the end of the movement like pouring out tea 

or water from a jug. The form of this exercise is 

explicit but it gives striation, or definition, to the 

muscles. 

 

Posterior deltoids –  

Use a bent-over, single-arm, side-lateral raise on either 

the cables or with a dumbbell. 

 

Anterior deltoids –    

Use either an alternating dumbbell raise (to forehead 

height - use the mirror) for your sets or a dual-arm 
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barbell (you’ll need it light as this gets really heavy 

before the last rep) which is quite an awesome exercise. 

 

 
TRAPEZIUS 

Exercises – 

Upright row –  

Using a barbell, keep the hands close together, palm 

down, and bring the bar to just under the chin. Don’t 

lock the elbows when you lower the bar. 

 

Shrugs –    

Keep the arms straight and use either the press on the 

smith machine or a pair of dumbbells. 

There are several other, more obscure, exercises for the 

shoulders. You can explore them for yourself and play 

 with them later. 

 

 
BICEPS 

Exercises – 

Full biceps curl –  

a. Standing barbell curl. 

b. Standing ezy-curl, close-grip (outer part of the 

biceps) 
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c. Standing ezy-curl, wide-grip (inner part of the 

biceps) 

d. Standing alternating dumbbell curls 

 

Preacher bench curls –   

These are done seated at what’s called the Preacher 

Bench. Either single-arm curls with a dumbbell or as an 

alternative to b. 

 

Concentrated biceps curls –  

a. Seated, single arm dumbbell curls, holding the 

elbow of the working arm against the inside of 

the knee for the exertion, concentrates the 

exercise to focus mainly on the peak of the 

bicep. 

b. Slow, dual curls, using dumbbells, sitting on a 

high-backed incline bench (keep the elbows 

back and don’t over-extend when lowering the 

arms. 
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TRICEPS 

Exercises – 

Pushdowns –    

Use a triangle bar or a short, straight bar at a cable 

machine or, alternatively, use a double-ended rope pull-

down, spreading the rope apart so that your hands are 

beside your thighs at the completion of the exertion. 

 

Extensions –    

Flat-bench, lying triceps extension (close-grip). You 

are on your back and you raise the bar from forehead to 

straight-armed. Remember: don’t lock the elbows, and 

keep them in and vertical). Use the ezy-curl bar. 

 

Behind-the-neck triceps extension –  

With dumbbell (either single-arm or dual): extend and 

lower your arms behind your neck. 

Rope pullovers –    

This exercise is performed on the cables: on your 

knees, back horizontal, you pull the rope from behind 

the head to directly out in front. 
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Kickbacks –   

Single or dual arm. With single arm kickbacks have the 

opposite knee up on a bench, keep the back horizontal 

and extend, from the elbow, backwards. With dual 

armed kickbacks adopt a bent-kneed ‘skiing’ position, 

back horizontal and kick-back with both arms 

simultaneously. 

 

Dips –    

At the standing dips bench, or between two flat 

benches, have your feet together on one bench and the 

heels of your hands on the other. Lower and raise your 

body using your arms.   

 

 
FOREARMS 

Exercises – 

 

Flexors (inner/palm side of the forearm) – 

Seated wrist curls –  

Seat yourself a fair way back along a bench and hold a 

barbell in both palms with the wrist just hanging over 

the edge of the bench - roll the barbell down the fingers 

and back up into the palm, squeeze. 
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Extensors (back-of-the-hand side of the forearm) –    

Standing reverse barbell curls –   

Begin with the barbell in the hands with palms facing 

the thighs (the outside of the thighs) and raise the 

barbell up slowly doing a backward wrist flip when you 

get it all the way up. Flip back over and slowly lower 

the bar. 

 

ABDOMINALS and OBLIQUES 

Exercises – 

Crunches (floor or abs bench) –  

Keep the knees up, feet on the floor, and the hands at 

the sides of the head (don’t hold the back of your neck) 

which will strengthen the neck muscles into the bargain 

along with not pulling on the neck to do the work. Keep 

your face to the ceiling. Suck in a breath and breathe it 

out forcefully whilst ‘bearing-down’ into the abdomen. 

 

Concentrated crunches –  

Do the above but much slower, and control every part 

of the ascent and descent. 
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‘ 9’s’ –   

Lying on the floor, legs raised and knees slightly bent, 

describe the figures 1 through to 9 in the air with your 

lower legs, holding the abs firm the whole time - do 3 

or 4 sets. 

 

Leg raises –   

Either hanging from the chins bar or supporting your 

upper body by suspending yourself in the ‘dips’ 

machine, either knees bent or legs straight (harder!) lift 

them up and down, as high and as controlled as you can 

for up to 25 reps (2 or 3 sets) 

 

Leg lifts –    

On your back, arms behind you holding onto 

something, legs up in the air, lift from the glutes (you 

can even hold a light dumbbell between your feet for 

added gains)   

 

Don’t be tempted to do any of the abdominal exercises, 

involving weights, with anything other than VERY 

LIGHT WEIGHTS or else you’ll develop predominant 

abdominals - all very gorilla-like - for your efforts. 
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Note – 

I don’t like – neither do I do – side-bends. They are 

unnecessary and can be responsible for developing an 

unlovely, sausage-like muscle above each hip bone. All 

other abdominal and oblique exercises will tone the 

waist, rather than thicken it (which is the result of side-

bends). They look cool on a man’s body (think Brad 

Pitt in Fight Club) but horrible on a woman. 

 
OBLIQUES 

(the small muscles under the pectorals and along the 

ribs, down past the waist) 

Exercises – 

Twists with a pole –  

Look around the gym for the wooden poles. Place it 

behind your back with your arms along its length. 

Keeping your knees bent turn from side to side without 

overextending. 

 

Lying side crunches –   

Lying on your back, knees bent and feet on the floor, 

reach out with one hand to the outside of the opposing 

knee. Keep the other hand to the side of your head 
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which should remain facing the ceiling. 50 or so is 

good for reps – repeat to the other side. 

 

Lying side-crunches –  

Have both your knees bent and to one side. Have your 

hands beside your head (which is facing the ceiling) 

and attempt to take the elbow on the side of your knees 

in the direction of the opposing hip. 

 

Please note – 

You don’t do all these exercises in a session. Talk to a 

trainer for the appropriate selection for your body-type. 
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THAT’S ABOUT IT. 

Anything else you will discover with continual training 

and observation. 

 

Anything you need to know, please ask someone you 

are SURE knows their stuff. 

 

Don’t accept others’ concepts of limit – get to know the 

truth here. Not age, not sex, not current body-state is a 

problem – there are always solutions to what gives you 

grief. 
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AUTHOR’S NOTE 
 

 

 
Ly de Angeles 2012 (aged 61). Photography Arian Levanael  

http://www.arianlevanael.com 

 

I know women. 

 

When they look into a mirror they seek flaws. In their 

faces they see lines or open pores or dry skin or broken 

capillaries; they see a nose too big or too pointed; chins 

that sag or bags beneath tired eyes.  In body they see 
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thighs too fat, too droopy, too big; waists and bottoms 

that are never right; wobbly upper arms; love-handles 

(that they hide beneath long tee-shirts) – and always I 

hear women talk about what they ought to do about it, 

despairing and casually embarrassed. 

 

Ask yourself, you who see these things and sense 

distress: Why do I see myself so? Ask yourself whether 

the secret condemnation you feel about your physical 

form is of your own making? 

 

Don’t you give of your strength and compassion to the 

world around you?  Don’t you strive to meet the  

challenges and responsibilities of merely living from 

day to day?  Don’t you understand that by simply being 

alive you make a difference to the way the world is? 

 

Do you compare yourself to others? Do you 

compromise your choices out of fear? Do you yearn to 

be noticed? To be honored for your worth? To feel 

good about being alive? To be loved or really liked? 

And do you feel that only someone else can make 

things better for you? 
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Oh, what lies we’ve let ourselves believe. 

 

People can be merciless upon themselves for not fitting 

someone else’s idea of what is acceptably beautiful. 

 

And yet, ask yourself: Who defines our concept of 

beauty? 

 

I have listened to the blues being sung by thousands of 

women and girls over decades. They so often feel that 

they’re not good enough. They blame it on, first and 

foremost, themselves, then the media, or men, or 

fashion, or modern western society. Or other women. 

 

Someone ask me who defines the concept. 

Go on, someone ask me! 

 

I do. 

 

It took me over forty years to be certain that I 

understood. 

 

I learned about the truth of things when I decided to do 

exactly what I wanted with my life; when I decided that 
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it’s me who should like the way I look; when I decided 

that I would never lie to myself about my motives in 

any matter, no matter what the repercussions; when I 

determined never to have to try to have someone like 

who I am. 

 

I look at the Earth with her ragged mountains and her 

deep gorges; her canyons, her caves, her forests, her 

seas and her rivers, her vast tracts of desert… and my 

body looks like that. 

 

I know my moods of thunder and lightening, 

intolerable winds, hazy, smoky autumn evenings, days 

of grey stillness, hot and sweaty mid-summer 

afternoons, and the times when I’m ice on the water-

tank. 

 

I’ve got scars and stretch-marks and muscles on a tiny 

woman-body; I’ve got wrinkles from too much sun or 

too little back-up in times of trouble; a mane of hair 

that knows no comb – and ‘attitude’. 

 

I consider the Earth; I feel her, and we’re the same. I’m 

her mirror. You’re her mirror. 
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Do you understand? Do you recognize you among all 

the people you try to be, for all the others you try to be 

someone for? 

 

You see, I’ve worked it out. It’s not what you do in life 

that matters, or even who you are, but that you are –  

that’s the important thing. To understand that is to set 

yourself free to know that everything that you say and 

do is an expression of you that you share with life 

itself. 

 

I have trained many women (as well as many men) in 

the art of bodywork for several years now. Some of 

their faces are amongst the photographs in this book . . . 

 

 
Tamara, aged 24. Photography Miriam Watson 
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Look at them. They love what they are doing. They 

love the differences they are making to their physical 

expression of who they are. 

 

 

 

 
Photography Miriam Watson 

 

Each of them is Earth. 

 

We don’t do this for competition; we don’t do it to 

attract a lover or a spouse; we don’t do it because it’s 

trendy. We do it because it feels good. It’s what we do 

to give ourselves pleasure (and time) in the mornings. 
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You can look at the photos and think that maybe one or 

two of us are too fat or too thin, too muscly or too 

flabby, too old or too young ... and you’d be wrong.  

 

The strain, the pain, the challenge, the earthy sweaty 

grace? 

 

What you are seeing is beauty. 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

Abdominals – belly (dantian) muscles 

Aerobic – using oxygen in a cardio-vascular workout to 

raise your body temperature, hence your metabolism by 

high-speed training;  strengthens the heart, lungs, 

vascular system;  dance, circuit, bicycling, running etc 

are all aerobic 

Alternating – one after the other 

Anabolic – this term applies to the way in which you 

assist your body to grow through adequate fuel and rest 

(it’s the process whereby food is built up into 

protoplasm 

Anaerobic – is the term explaining the use of oxygen in 

resistance training (in difference to aerobic); which is 

basically restrained, or forced, breathing - in other 

words you don’t pant when you do a lift, you force the 

breath out slowly on the exertion 

Barbell – a long bar that you put weight plates at the 

end of 

B.C.A.A.’s – Branch chain amino acids 

Biceps – the two muscles on the inside of the upper part 

of the arm 

Bi’s – abbr. of biceps 
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Buddy – another person who’s also training in the same 

kind of routine as you and who wants to team up and 

work what’s called ‘set-for-set’, which means that your 

rest between sets is equal to their set-time - you can 

‘spot’ each other and encourage or correct each other, 

also you can ‘bounce’ off each other to power out the 

work 

Burn-sets – when you want a good burn to the muscle 

on one of your ‘play’ weeks try using a lighter weight 

than usual and taking the reps to the limit 

Cannibalise – you cannibalise, or devour, your own 

muscle when you over-train and under-eat. 

Carbohydrates – the overall term for both simple and 

complex sugars/starches introduced into the body from 

certain foods 

Carbs – carbohydrates 

Cardio-vascular – the blood and heart system of your 

body 

Catabolic – this is a destructive process (opposite to 

anabolic) that engenders the breaking down of muscle – 

happens when one over-trains (see cannibalise). 

Dantian – is loosely translated as "elixir field". 

Described as an important focal point for internal 

meditative techniques 
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Dual – both arms, or legs, at the same time 

Dumbbells – hand weights 

Ectomorph – (also known as ‘Vata’ in Ayurvedic 

terminology) characterizes a naturally (born-that-way) 

lean body structure 

Endomorph – (also known as ‘Peta’ in Ayurvedic 

terminology) characterizes a naturally (born-that-way) 

medium-to-solid body structure 

Endorphin – a neurologically-produced pain-

controlling/relaxant chemical; the result of the nervous 

system registering physical stress 

Etiquette – the gyms all have an etiquette that needs to 

be understood - like you don’t talk to someone when 

they’re in the middle of a set;  you don’t go jumping 

onto the equipment that someone else may be using - 

check around first - you’ll usually know because the 

person using that equipment will have left the plates on 

or some of their stuff around;  you do your work 

without invading the area of another person;  if you 

need a spot you find your ‘mark’ (someone who knows 

what they’re doing from your observation, or a staff 

member) and ask politely - if you happen to really get 

stuck at some point and haven’t lined up a spotter it’s 
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okay to yell for help, someone always comes – same 

with you, if you see someone else in trouble 

Extensions – from the bent position to the straight 

position 

Ezy-curl bar – a bendy bar that has weight-plates at 

either end, good for certain exercises 

Failure – is the admirable term for being unable, 

despite extreme Will, to pull out one last rep 

Hydration – adequate water ingested throughout the 

day 

Lactic acid – that’s what’s produced as the muscle 

exerts itself (that’s what causes the ‘burning’ sensation 

after an exertion) - it’s not good to have this stuff just 

hanging around in your body, that’s one of the reasons 

that you rest between sets, it allows the lactic acid to 

settle - anti-oxidants stabilize any potential damage 

from free-radicals that this is likely to generate.  Lactic 

acid can also damage joints - so remember to rest! 

Mesomorph – (also known as ‘Kapha’ in Ayurvadic 

terminology) a naturally (born-that-way) heavy-set 

body structure 

Mitochondria – the ‘furnace’ within each cell that 

requires fuelling from carbohydrates 
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Musashi – is the brand-name of a variety of amino-

acids and supplements produced here in Australia. 

Plates – are what the round weights that go on the ends 

of the bars are called 

Preacher bench – a seat with an upper arm support in 

front of you that can aid you with biceps curl exercises 

Program – you record the day, muscle-group, exercise, 

weight, number of sets, number of reps 

Protein – the ‘building blocks’ of the body - without 

adequate protein you will not grow – it’s what the body 

takes from certain foods specifically flesh like meat, 

chicken and fish 

Pyramiding – is when you begin an exercise with a 

relatively light weight and keep adding the plates until 

you can only pull out 1 or 2 or 3 reps. Best worked with 

a spotter 

Spotter – someone in the gym who is willing to assist 

you in taking out that extra 1 or 2 reps.  A good spotter 

is a rare and lovely being, let me tell you!  They 

WON’T take the weight for you!  They’ll simply and 

gently assist you to get over the ‘stuck-spot’ or they’ll 

help you rack the bar when you can’t, just can’t get it 

back for yourself 
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Strip-sets – the opposite of pyramiding and similar to 

the burn-sets 

Supplementation – the process of ingesting a 

manufactured relative to food when sufficient 

quantities of certain vitamin and minerals are missing 

from one’s eating regime. NOT to be used as a 

substitute for the real thing.  
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Ly de Angeles 

www.lydeangeles.com 

www.fullstoryproductions.com 

 

To contact the author re any aspect of your training 

drop a line to her Facebook page 

https://www.facebook.com/ly.deangeles.3 

 

Blog, Almost Paleo 
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